
The diploma states that the Emperor Titus grants 

freedom, citizenship and the right to marry to the 

auxiliaries and their descendents. These men have 

twenty-five years or more of military service and 

Citizenship
‘Race’ is the classification of people by their 
physical or biological features. In modern 
societies, this means that some peoples 
are valued less than others because of their 
physical appearance.

The Romans have often been referred to as ‘colour 
blind’. In the ancient world, ideas about where people 
were born and where they came from were different 
to those we see today. In fact, the Romans were very 
aware of the different physical characteristics of the 
many different peoples who lived within their empire.

For example, the Romans regarded black people in 
terms of what they saw as different or strange, and 
not in a way that is comparable with modern racism. 
Citizenship and ‘Romanness’, or Romanitas, was more 
important to the Romans than physical appearance. 
Being a Roman citizen meant belonging to the 
Roman State.

A Roman citizen, or Civis Romanus, had rights and 
privileges such as holding public office and voting. 
As the empire grew, certain peoples were gradually 
granted some of the rights of citizenship. Various 
degrees of citizenship applied to different peoples 
until AD 212, when the emperor Caracalla gave 
citizenship to all free inhabitants of the empire.

Diploma of citizenship 

from Carnuntum, near 

Vienna in Austria 

Two bronze plates were 

engraved and hinged 

together like the pages 

of a book. The diploma 

was shown on the outside, 

including the official 

constitution published in 

Rome. Inside, the diploma 

was repeated with the the 

names of seven witnesses. 

Their seals were attached 

and protected by metal 

strips to prevent forgery 

or alteration. The plates 

were then closed together 

and sealed
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TITUS�IIS, QUI MILITAVERUNT EQUITES ET PEDITES IN ALIS QUATTUOR 

ET COHORTIBUS DECEM ET TRIBUS . . . I ARVACORUM, I CIVIUM 

ROMANORUM, II ARVACORUM, FRONTONIANA I ALPINORUM, 

I MONTANORUM, I NORICORUM, L LEPIDIANA, I AUGUSTA 

ITURAEORUM, I LUCENSIUM, I ALPINORUM, I BRITANNICO, 

II ASTURUM ET CALLAECORUM, II HISPANORUM, III THRACUM, 

V BREUCORUM, VIII RAETORUM, QUAE SUNT IN PANNONIA SUB 

T ATILIO RUFO, QUINIS ET VICENIS PLURIBUSVE STIPENDIIS EMERITIS 

DIMISSIS HONESTA MISSIONE, ITEM IIS, QUI MILITANT IN ALIS 

DUABUS I CIVIUM ROMANORUM ET II ARVACORUM ET COHORTE 

VIII RAETORUM, ET SUNT SUB EODEM, EMERITIS QUINIS ET VICENIS 

STIPENDIIS, QUORUM NOMINA SUBSCRIPTO SUNT, IPSIS LIBERIS 

POSTERISQUE EORUM CIVITATEM DEDIT ET CONUBIUM CUM 

UXORIBUS COHORTIS I MONTANORUM, CUI PRAE EST SEX 

NERIANUS SEX FILIUS CLUSTUMINA CLEMENS, EX PEDITIBUS 

SOIONI MUSCELLI FILIO, BESSO . . .

are honourably discharged from the Roman army. 

The named cavalry and infantry units originally 

came from Spain, Portugal, Italy, Slovenia, Thrace 

and Austria
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